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In two recent papers ([4 and 5]), J. R. Durbin introduced, for a class of 
groups X, the concept of a normal (or invariant) X-factor covering of a group. 
He asked what restrictions are needed, if any, to guarantee that every group 
possessing a normal (invariant) X-factor covering has a normal (invariant) 
X-system in the sense of Kurosh. Durbin’s results for Artinian groups and 
some similar work done independently by C. Ayoub [l] suggest that the 
following question might be of interest. For what classes X is it true that 
groups with finite normal (invariant) X-factor coverings are precisely those 
groups with finite normal (invariant) X-series ? 
In this article we show that there are classes X for which the existence of 
a finite normal (invariant) X-factor covering is a weaker restriction on a group 
than the existence of a finite normal (invariant) X-series (Corollary to 
Theorem 1). However, for many important classes X it is possible to show 
that a group has a finite normal (invariant) X-factor covering if and only 
if it has a finite normal (invariant) X-series. This leads, in particular, to new 
characterizations of solvable, polycyclic, and supersolvable groups (Corollary 
of Theorem 2, Theorem 6, and Theorem 7). 
The author wishes to take this opportunity to express her deepest apprecia- 
tion to Professor Durbin for suggesting this study and to thank him for his 
advice. 
By a class we mean a collection X of groups such that X contains the trivial 
group E and all isomorphic copies of its members. A class X is called subgroup 
closed (epimorphic image closed) if and only if every subgroup (epimorphic 
image) of an X group is an 3 group. 
DEFINITION 1. A collection of pairs of subgroups of a group G, 
{(NC , KJ : i E I], is a normal X-factor covering (invariant X-factor covering, 
central factor covering) of G if and only if the following are satisfied: 
(a) For each i ~1, Ni 4 Ki Q G (and, for both of the other cases, 
Ni Q G)* 
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(b) G - E = u {& - Ni : i EI), where “-” denotes set difference. 
(c) For each i E I, KJN, is an X group (X group, central factor of G). 
DEFINITION 2. A group G E N-X (I-X, B) if and only if G possesses 
a normal X-factor covering (invariant X-factor covering, central factor 
covering). 
The notation and terminology has been modified slightly from what has 
appeared already in the literature. The classes N-X and I-X are denoted, 
respectively, X* and X+ by Durbin [4]. 0 ur B groups are called residually 
central groups by Durbin [5] and groups satisfying condition (**) by Ayoub 
PI* 
We are concerned with the case in which the cardinality of the indexing 
set of a factor covering is assumed to be finite. With this additional restriction 
we denote the corresponding subclasses of the classes in Definition 2 by 
FN-X, FI-X, and F-W, respectively. Let P-X (P*-X) denote the class 
of all groups having a finite normal (invariant) series with factors in the 
class X. It is clear that for any class X, X C FI-X C FN-X and P*-X C 
FIX We now show that in general FN-X f P-X and FI-X f P*-X. 
LEMMA 1. If G is a subdirect product of the FI-X (FN-X) groups A, and 
A, , then G E FI-X (FN-X). 
Proof. Define llZi = G n Ker ?T~, where Ker ni is the kernal of the 
natural projection ri from A, x A, onto Ai (i = 1,2). Then Mi u G, 
Mi n &la = E, and G/M, N Ai (i = 1,2). If ((Ni/Ml , KJM,) : i = 1,2 ,..., a} 
and {(Pi/M2 , HJM,) : i = 1, 2 ,..., m} are invariant (or normal) X-factor 
coverings for G/M, and G/M2 , respectively, then straight-forward computa- 
tions show that {(Ni , KJ, (Pj , Hj) : i = 1, 2 ,..., n; j = 1, 2 ,..., m} is the 
desired factor covering for G. 
THEOREM 1. Let I be a class such that every X group is jkitely generated 
and there exists an X group that does not satisfy the maximum condition on 
normal subgroups. Then X is a proper subclass of FIX 
Proof. Choose an X group A that does not satisfy the maximum condition 
on normal subgroups. There exists H 4 A such that for all positive integers 
n, H f Gp,(h, : i = 1,2 ,..., n), the smallest normal subgroup of A con- 
taining the elements h, , h, ,..., h, of A. 
There exists an n such that A = Gp(ai : i = 1, 2,..., n), the group gener- 
ated by the elements a, , a2 ,..., a, of A. Choose a group B isomorphic to A 
under an isomorphism (T and let CT* denote the isomorphism between A/H and 
B/Ha defined by (a,H)u* = (ado)( for i = 1,2,..., n. Define G, a 
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subdirect product of A and B, by requiring that ab E G if and only if (aH)o* = 
@Ha) (see ([9] 4.31)). It is easily seen that for H = Gp(& : et E V), G = 
Gp(& , ~&~a) : zi E I’; i = 1,2 ,..., n). 
Assume that G is finitely generated. Then for some positive integer m, 
G = Gp(h,. , hVz ,..., hum, ui(uia) : vj E I’; i = 1, 2 ,..., n). Let xi = h,$ and 
M = Gp,(xi : i = 1, 2,..., m). Since H 4 A, M is a subgroup of H. Choose 
h E H and let wi , xi denote any finite product of powers of elements in the 
sets {xi : i = 1, 2,..., m} and {ui(aiu) : i = 1,2,..., n}, respectively. Then h 
has one of the following forms: (1) ~~~~~~~~ .a* zukzk , (2) zlwlxBwa *** ZU~-~,Z~ , 
or (3) either of the preceeding words with a wi term at the end. Call any word 
of the form u~~&u~@~ ... w?@r, where CQ E A and pi E B, a suitable word. 
We show thk h is a suitable word. Let rA and rB denote the natural projec- 
tions of A x B onto A and B, respectively. If h is in the form given by (1) 
above, then 1 = ns(h) = ~s(z1z2 ... zk). Consequently ~a(z,z, ..* zk) = 1 
and zlzz ..a 2,; = 1. Simple calculations then show that h is a suitable word 
of the form, 
If h is of the form given by (2) a similar argument shows that ,+~a ... zk = 1 
and that 12 is a suitable word of the form, 
The addition of a wr term at the end of the words, as in (3), does not affect 
the above argument. 
Observe for any suitable word w, xR(w) E M. Thus h = ~~(h) EM and 
M = H which contradicts our choice of H. Thus G is not finitely generated 
and, hence, G $ X. However, G EFI-X by Lemma 1. 
There exist solvable finitely generated groups and finitely presented groups 
that do not satisfy the maximum condition on normal subgroups yet each 
of these classes satisfy the relation X = P*-X = P-X ([6], p. 425 and 
Lemma 1). Thus, 
COROLLARY. If X is the class of solvable finitely generated groups or the class 
of finitely presented groups, then P*-X is a proper subclass of FI-X and P-X 
is a proper subclass of FN-X. 
For many important classes X, however, the FN-X and P-X groups 
(respectively, FI-X groups) do agree. For n a positive integer we say that 
G E (FN-X), ((M-X),) whenever G has a normal (invariant) X-factor 
covering consisting of n pairs and all collections of less than n pairs of sub- 
groups of G fail to be normal (invariant) X-factor coverings of G. 
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LEMMA 2. Let E f G be an FI-X (FN-X) group with an invariant 
(normal) X-factor covering {(Ni , KJ : i = 1, 2,..., n} such that fat. each i, 
Ni f Ki . If SE is a subgroup closed class and N is a subgroup of G, then for 
some k < n, N E(FI-3& ((FN-X),). If, moreover, N is a subgroup of some 
Ni , then k < n. 
Proof. Consider the collection {(Ni n N, K, n N) : i = 1, 2,..., k} where, 
if necessary, the subgroups have been renumbered after deleting any pair of 
the form (N, N). 
COROLLARY. For all subgroup closed classes X, FN-X and FI-X are 
subgroup closed. 
THEOREM 2. If X is a subgroup and epimorphic image closed class, then 
FN-I is a subclass of P-X. 
Proof. Any group in (FN-X), is clearly in X, hence P-X Assume 
that G E (FN-X), where n > 1. Then there exists a normal X-factor 
covering of G consisting of n pairs of the form (Ni , KJ where Ni f Ki . 
By Lemma 2, each Ni E (FN-X),i w ere h ki < n and, inductively, each 
Ni E P-X. Hence each Ki E P-X. By definition l(b), G is a finite product of 
normal P-X groups and, thus, G E P-I. 
Relationships observed earlier between the classes P*-X, FI-X, and 
FN-X, Theorem 2, and the well-known fact that the classes of P-Abelian, 
P*-Abelian, and solvable groups are the same yield the following new 
characterizations of solvable groups. 
COROLLARY. The classes of FI-Abelian, FN-Abelian, FI-nilpotent, FN-nil- 
potent, FI-solvable, FN-solvable, and solvable groups are identical. 
Remark 1. While Theorem 1 shows that for the class 6 of finitely 
generated groups, 6 (= P-B = P*-6) is a proper subclass of both 
FN-Q and FI-6, on the class of hypercyclic groups, FN-6 and FI-6 
are better behaved. As the hypercyclic groups form a subgroup and 
epimorphic image closed class and as every finitely generated hypercyclic 
group is Noetherian ([2], Lemma 1 and Theorem l), every hypercyclic, 
FN-6 or FI-6 group is an FN-Noetherian group which, by Theorem 2, is 
Noetherian. 
Let Min-n and Min-sn (Max-n and Max-sn) denote the classes satisfying 
the minimum (maximum) condition on normal and subnormal subgroups, 
respectively. 
THEOREM 3. (a) FI-Min-n = Min-n 
(b) FI-Min-sn = FN-Min-sn = Min-sn. 
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Proof. For (a) choose an FI-Min-n group G with a finite invariant 
Min-n factor covering {(Ni , I&) : i = 1,2,..., n} and suppose that {Si : i = 
1,2,...} is a descending chain of normal subgroups of G. For each 1 < i < n, 
define a collection Ci of induced descending chains of normal subgroups of 
F&/N, as follows. Working modulo Ni , include in Ci one sequence 
{(S, n KJ Ni : j = 1,2,...} and for each K, 1 < K < n - 1 the sequences de- 
finedby{(SjnN,lnN,zn...nN~KnK,)N,:j=1,2,...}where1 <ol,<n 
for s = 1, 2,..., K and 01~ f CQ ifs f t. There exists a positive integer k such 
that for all the defined chains, the Kth term is equal to all succeeding ones. 
Let S’(j,k,i)=SfnNlnN2n*.*nNknK,. 
Choose 1 f x E S, . There is an i such that x E Ki - Ni and we may, 
without loss of generality, assume that i = 1. Consequently, modulo Nr , 
x is an element of (S, n K,)N, = (&+I n KJN, . Let x1 E S,,, n K, such 
that XX;’ E Nr . If XX;’ = 1, then S,,, = S, . Thus assume that XX;’ f 1. 
Without loss of generality, XX;’ E K2 - N, and, modulo Na , XX;’ is in 
S(K, 1,2)N, = S(K + 1, 1,2)N, . Choose x2 E S(K + 1, 1, 2) such that 
XX;~.X;’ EN, . Again, if this latter element is trivial, then we are done. 
Continuing inductively, for each j, 1 < j < n, we obtain an xi in S(k + 1, 
j - 1, j) such that xx;%;r **. xi1 E S(k, j, j) if at no preceeding step we have x 
equal to a product of the xi’s. However, the process must terminate in at 
least n steps since E = n {Ni : i = 1, 2,..., n}. Therefore, x E S,+r and 
s, = Sk+1 . 
For (b), use the same procedure as for (a) and note that when Sj and Ni 
are subnormal in G, then each term of the induced sequences is subnormal 
in R,/Nz . 
In an analogous manner we have, 
THEOREM 4. (a) FI-Max-n = Max-n 
(b) FI-Max-sn = FN-Max-sn = Max-sn. 
Remark 2. Since metabelian groups form a subgroup and epimorphic 
image closed class and every finitely generated metabelian group is in Max-n 
([6], Corollary 1 of Theorem 3), Theorem 4 (a) implies that a metabelian, 
FI-8 group is in Max-n. However, a solvable group cannot satisfy the 
maximum condition unless it is finitely generated ([6], p. 420). Thus in the 
Corollary to Theorem 1 the word “solvable” cannot be replaced by the word 
“metabelian”. (We call a group metabelian if its second derived group is 
trivial). 
Remark 3. We have been unable to decide whether or not FN-Min-n = 
Min-n (or whether FN-Max-n = Max-n). For locally hypercyclic groups 
the classes FN-Min-n, Min-n, and Artinian (respectively, FN-Max-n, 
Max-n, and Noetherian) are identical. This is seen by using D. H. McLain’s 
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result that for locally hypercyclic groups the properties Min-n and Artinian 
and the properties Max-n and Noetherian are equivalent ([8] Theorems 2 
and 4) and Theorem 2. 
We now obtain new characterizations of nilpotent, supersolvable, and 
polycyclic groups. The nilpotent case is implicit in Durbin’s work. 
THEOREM 5. F-9 is the class of nilpotent groups. 
Proof. See the proof showing that 9 n Min-n groups are hypercentral 
([5], Theorem 1). Observe that for F-9 groups the finiteness restriction 
on the factor covering and the fact that n {Ni : i = 1,2,..., E} == E replace 
the minimum condition on normal subgroups in forcing the constructed 
series to terminate. 
THEOREM 6. The class FN-cyclic is the class of polycyclic groups. 
Proof. By Theorem 2 every FN-cyclic group is polycyclic. If G is poly- 
cyclic, then G has a characteristic series, 1 = A, C A, C ... C A, = G, 
where the factors are free Abelian of finite rank or finite elementary Abelian 
primary groups ([i’], Theorem 1.4). In either case, for each i, 1 ,( i < n, 
A,/A,-, = n {Hij : j = 1, 2 ,..., mi} where each Hij is cyclic and mi is finite. 
For each i and k, 1 < i < n and 1 < k < mi , define MJAi-, to be 
n {Hii :j = 1, 2 ,..., k - 1, k + l,..., m,}. We obtain a normal cyclic-factor 
covering for G by choosing {(Mi, , Ai) : i = 1, 2 ,..., n; k = 1, 2 ,..., mi}. 
For the supersolvable case we need a lemma again implicit in Durbin’s 
work. We note that by supersolvable we mean the class P*-cyclic. 
LEMMA 4. If X is a subgroup and epimorphic image closed class, then 
FN-X and FI-X are closed under epimorphic images. 
Proof. See the proof of the case for Artinian N-X and I-X groups 
([4], Lemma 1) and observe that the finiteness restriction on the factor 
covering and the fact that n (Ni : i = 1, 2,..., n} = E replace the minimum 
condition on subgroups in forcing the constructed series to terminate. 
THEOREM 7. The class FI-cyclic is the class of supersolvable groups. 
Proof. One inclusion is trivial; so choose G EFI-cyclic. For G to be 
supersolvable it suffices to show that (a) G is Noetherian, (b) the maximal 
subgroups of G have index a prime, and (c) every proper epimorphic image 
of G possesses a finitely generated Abelian normal subgroup which is non- 
trivial ([3], p. 11). As G is FI-cyclic, it is FN-cyclic and hence polycyclic by 
Theorem 6. Thus (a) and (c) are satisfied. Let H be a maximal subgroup of G. 
As G is polycyclic, H has finite index in G. If H is normal in G, then clearly 
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the index is a prime. If H is not normal, let K = Core(H). Then G/K is 
finite and, by Lemma 4, FI-cyclic. Since finite I-cyclic groups are supersolv- 
able ([4], Corollary to Theorem 2), G/K is supersolvable. As H/K is a 
maximal subgroup of the supersolvable group G/K, it follows that the index 
of H in K is a prime. 
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